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THE WORLD
VIEWED
AT ROLLINS

Established
In 1894

By EGJ

Eolllns

VOLUME 37
>/) During these days when our
i(^ minds are overloaded with an unhealthful combination of early
ill,Spring fever and such deep sub•'/I'jMts as Inflation, Hitler, World
Conference, and Beer or Its Absence, the opportunity is open for
% a little rambling through the news
^,

There are myriads of items,
ranging from space fillers to feature stories, which never catch the
""H fancy of the country to a suffi' \ dent extent to attract widespread
Si attention during a period such as
'"'ll the current one; nevertheless,
% these smaller items supply a great
^«li portion of the interesting news of
^% the day, apart from the economi'"4 a l and political section, which, of
H course, never fair to dote exclu'H aively on such ponderous topics as
^1J those named above.
'ii^ Let us enumerate a few unimii-!,l portant, or at least far-from-cata't«, clysmic, happenings which were
''H deemed of sufficient interest last
Hk week to reach prominent pages in
•Hi our timely publications.

andspur

Editors
Elected
May 3

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, APRIL 19, 19,33

FRENCH ELECTED ASSOCIATION HEAD
CERVANTES
CELEBRATION
TO BE SUNDAY
Author Of "Don Quixote" Will Be
Honored On 317th
Anniversary

Cervantes Day, commemorating the 317th anniversary of
the immortal author of "Don Quixote," will be celebrated at
„. , ,.
. ,. „„„ „„„ffi Rollins College on Sunday, April 23, with a program featurFirst, there la the new unoff,^^ ^^^^^^^
^^^^^
a u t h o r i t y on P a n - A m e r Francesco
and- a recital
cial
record Off:
set by an
Italian i'=^"'sm,
. " •
• ' . . .of. -old
. - .Spanish
. •- songs by
•' -Benjamin De
flyer.speed
Warrant
Loache,
young
American
baritone.
Agello, who piloted his plane over

Cervantes Day, which was esthe measured course on the Lomtablished in the Americas in 1921
bardy coast at a pace clicked by the
by the Spanish Institute in the
timing cameras as 4Z3.7 miles per
United States, will be observed
houn
simultaneously by many of the
The official record, set in the leading schools, colleges and uniSchneider trophy race of 1931, versities for the purpose df venerwhich the Italians failed to enter ating the language and culture of
because of loss of men and planes Spain as well as the Spanish gifts
prior to the race (Agello is the sole to civilization.
survivor of the trio which was to
The Rollins program will include
have represented his nation that
Dr. Barrett's address in Knowles
year),-is 407 m.p.h. This will stand
Memorial Chapel at 9:45 A. M.; a
[[^ until the recent performance is
Cervantes luncheon at 12:30; and
^—^ either recognized by the Federathe recital by Mr. De Loache in
tion Aeronautique Internationale
the Annie Russell Theatre at 4:30.
or repeated under entirely official
The, services of Mr. De Loache
conditions.
have been secured, it is announced,
That organization, the official through the co-operation of Mrs.
governing body of such things as Edward W. Bok, donor of the Anaviation records, issued the follow- nie Russell Theatre, and foundci
ing list of seven marks as the sole of the Curtis Institute of Music.
existing recognized world records: The young singer, who is a native
Altitude; Professor Auguste Pic- of South Carolina, has been an out,;inl, .53,163 feet in free balloon.
standing student at the Curtis InSpeed; Flight - Lient. George stitute and, for the past three
Stanforth (Great Britain), 407 m. years, a featured soloist with the
p.h. in seaplane.
Philadelphia Grand Opera ComDuration (refueling) : John and pany.
Kenneth Hunter (U. S.), 653 hr.,
Dr. Barrett was described by the
41 min. in land plane.
late President Taft as "the foreDuration (without refuel); H. most living protagonist of presentKaulen (German), 87 hr. in free day Pan Americanism," and by the
balloon.
late Dwight W. Morrow as "the
Distance (straight line); Squad- outstanding advocate of Pan Amerron-Leader C. B. Gayford and ican amity and commerce." Dr.
Flight-Lieut, G. E. Nicholetts Barrett, who recently completed
(Great Britain), 6,126 miles in land his twenty-first survey of Latin
plane.
America in the last 33 years years
Distance (broken line-refueling):
(Continued on page 2)
Lieuts. Lowell Smith and J. P.
Richter (U. S.), 3,293 miles in land
plane.
Distance (broken line-no refuel):
Lncicn Bossoutrot and IMaurice
Rossi (France), r,,.587 miles in land
plane.

WORLD FLASHES
• FROM THE UNITED PRESSPeiping, April 19 (UP)—An
American missionary was killed
when a squadron of Japanese
planes dropped bombs at Miyun
Hsien, the war minister. General
Ho-Ying Ching, announced today.
An official investigation was or.Mukden, Manchuria, April 19—
The Japanese military police were
dispatched to Lungpiaokuo today
after their headquarters here was
advised that Dr. Niels Nielsen, kidnapped American missionary, is
now being held captive by the
Chinese bandit leader, Liu ChingWer.
Glendora, Miss., April 19—Missippi national guardsmen rushed
here today after a mob of three
hundred men had dynamited a
chute bridge, an important point
in the battle against the overflow
on the west side of the flooded
Tallahatchie.
London, Eng., April 19 ( U P ) —
1 eight per cent embargo against
issian importations today, retaliation for the trial and imprison-

ment of British subjects in the
Soviet Union. The embargo will
be effective April 26. The embargoes list included timber, petroleum, grain, raw cotton and butter.
Atlanta, April 19 (UP)—The
smile of optimism has crept back
over tha face of the South and an
atttiude of confidence characterizes its battle to end the depression, according to United Press
survey today.
Not yet is there any mass return
of prosperity but reports show that
Dixie is definitely preparing on
the way for better times. The
Muscle Shoals area is setting the
pace and real estate values there
are souring. Atlanta relief agencies report lessening activity, and
less unemployment. Seven hundred men are back at work in the
Ensley steel mills at Birmingham.
Newark, N. J., April 19 ( U P ) —
Col. and Mrs. Charles Lingbergh
have postponed their transcontinetal airways inspection flight today due to bad weather.

EDITORS TO BE
ELECIEO m 3 HELD ON FRIOHy
Applications Must Be In By Bralove and Horton Deliver
Principal Addresses
April 29

10
BE ON JUNE 5
Week-end Commencement To
Be Held For First Time
College will experiment
Rollil
with a "week-end" Commencement
Program this year, it is announced,
in order that parents and other
guests of the seniors may find it
more convenient to attend the graduating exercises. Accordingly, the
Baccaleaureate Service will be held
on Sunday, June 4, and Commencement Day will be moved up from
Wednesday, June 7, to Monday,
June 5.

President Hamilton Holt has anThe world obituary notices have I
nounced that invitations have been
carried some distinguished names
during the past fortnight, some of Bellamy and Trevor Elected accepted by Richard Lloyd Jones,
of Tulsa, Okla., to deliver the ComTo Publications Union
which have apparently been almost
mencement address Monday, and
onnoticed. Ethel King Wallace,
wftow of the mystery king, Edgar
Ruth Jeanne Bellamy, represent- by Dr. Frederick Lynch of New
Walla.
ho left her with a quar- i ing the upper division, and Betty York, N. Y., to preach the Baccater-miHion dollars in debts at his ; Trevor, representing the lower di- lareate Sermon Sunday.
Mr. Jones, who is editor and ownrecent death, passed away of in- \ vision, have been appointed by Wilfluenza in London.
I Ham Miller, president of the Rol- er of the Tulsa Tribune, was elect...Earl Dcrr Diggers. American au- ; lins Student Association, to replace ed a trystee.of Rollins College last
thor best known for his character \ George Barber and Robert Black, February. He was formerly ediof Charlie Chan, died in Pasadena. ' student members of the Rollins tor of the Stamford, Conn., TeleHe was forty-eight years of age. Publications Union, who, because gram, editorial writer on the Wash«nd although his career was short,! of their positions on the Sandspur ington Times, associate editor of
his first novel, "Seven Keys To and Flamingo, respectively, are Cosmopolitan Magazine, associate
Baldpate," is his most famous.
j members of the Union by virtue of editor of Collier's Weekly, and editor and owner of the Wisconsin
H. N. Straus, official of New their positions.
State Journal at Madison.
He
Vork's Macy's and Newark's Bam- ! Barber was elected last spring to
founded the Lincoln Farm .A.ssociaIwrger's department stores and! represent the upper division, and
tion in 1906 which preserved Linbrother of .America's French Am- ' this year he was named associate
coln's birthplace as a natioljal park.
bassador, died in Manhattan of j editor of the Sandspur. Black,
He was chairman of the board of
lieart disease.
elected a year ago, was chosen as- visitors at the University of WisWilson Mizner, Alaskan prospec- sociate editor of the Flamingo this consin and a member of the Fed'or, playwright, humorist, gambler, ! fall.
eral Prison Labor Commission.
collaborator with his brother. Ad- '' Both new members have been acDr. Lynch, whose daughter, Betdison, in Florida land booms, and tively associated with Rollins pubscenario writer, passed away foi- | lications this year. Miss Bellamy ty Lynch, will be a member of this
year's
graduating class, was a class
lowing a long illness in Los An- being news editor of the Sandspur
geles, leaving his estate to a friend. : and Miss Trevor advertising repre- mate of President Holt at Yale
University
in 1894. He served as
Blanche Richel Doumer, widow tentative of the Flamingo. Martha
of the assassinated President of Davenport is the other student rep- a Congregational minister from
1899 until 1908 in New Haven,
Ihe French Republic, died in Paris j resentative of the Union, elected
Conn., Lenox, Mass., and New York
following a long prostration occa- \ by the student body,
City, and from 1906 to 1926 he was
sioned by the death of her husband i The Union is composed of the
editor of "Christian Work." He
last May.
i editors, associate editors, and bushas been actively identified with
I iness managers of the Sandspur,
many national and international
The tiny state of Andorra, lying | Tomokan, "R" Book, and Flamingo, movements in world peace and for'stride the Pyrenes b e t w e e n three student representatives nam- eign relations, serving as secretary
f ranee and Spain, confronted by a I ed by the student body, E. T. of the Commission on International
new and untried problem when ' Brown, treasurer of Rollins, and Justice and Good Will of the Fedcrowds of her younger raen invad-; Professors Willard Wattles, Her- eral Council of Churches, president
«d the Council chamber, thus break- man Harris, and E. O. Grover.
le American - Scandinavian
'ng a 1,000-year precedent.
I Ralph Clark, publicity director of
(Continued on Pag* 2)
(Continued on page 2)
'Rollins, is an honorary member.

Students who plan to run for offices of student publications must
file their applications by noon of
April 29, giving information of
their experience and qualification
for such position, according to
James H. Ottaway, chairman of the
Rollins Publications Union. Applications are to be send to the Union
chairman.
The following statement was
given the Sandspur by Ottaway in
regard to approaching publication
elections May 3;
"Postions that will be filled in
Publications Union elections May
3 and for which applications must
be filed by April 29 are:
Sandspur: Editor-in-Chief, business manager.
Tomokan: Editor-in-Chief, business manager.
Flamingo: Editor-in-Chief, business manager.
"R" Book: Editor-in-Chief, business manager.
Combined advertising department: Advertising commissioner.
"Only juniors are eligible for
(Continued on page 3)

The assembly for t h e introduction of candidates for offices of
the Student Association was held
in the Annie Russell Theatre last
Friday morning. Bill Miller opened the meeting with several announcements, and then the various
candidates were introduced. They
were; for vice-president, Celestina
MacKay; for secretary and treasurer, Becky Colman, and for president, George Barber and Nat
French.
The first speaker of the morning
was Phil Horton, addressing the
student body in behalf of George
Barber. He told of the latter's extra-curricular activities, t h a t he
had been a member of the Student
Council for the past three years, a
member of the Publications Union,
and an assistant editor of the
Sandspur for the last two years,
and his many other qualifications
for the presidency. Following this
speech Barber told of his plans for
next year, stating that he would
der his utmost to bring about later
permisison for Freshman girls and
having breakfast in the Beanery
served at eight o'clock.

Miller next introduced Bernie
Bralove who delivered an eloquent
address for Nat French. He mentioned the many accusations that
had been made about French's supporters and about the case of one
reformer that had entered the camand paign in an attempt to abolish pol.
the itics on the Rollins campus. He
stu- spoke of the activities of his canthe ] didate. who is the president of

Recitals Will Be
Given by Students
In Conservatory
Hard work, practice, time
interest has been the lot of
conservatory students. Few
dents on the campus realize
acomplishments of those who spend
hours of intense study of music.
The mixture of voices^ violins and
piano sounds which flow from
Pinehurst (the Conservatory) and
e the occupants of Chase Hall
may sound comglomerated but sinirly they are the makings of
future artists.
The students, faculty and the
sidents of Winter Park will be
given the opportunity of hearing
results of the trials and tribulations of the senior members of
the Conservatory beginning in
May.
On May 9, Kay Goss will give
the first of the senior recitals. On
May 16 Wava Rogers will present
her program. Bruna Bergonzi will
conclude the recitals by the senrs with a 'cello recital on May 23.
Beginning April 25th, the undergraduates will give a series of programs at the Woman's Club, every
Tuesday night.

Hall, a member of the Intramural governing board, an alternate on the Student-Faculty Discipline Committee, and the manager
of this year's swimming team.
French's platform consisted of a
suggestion for an attempt for the
establishment of a Rollins Union,
a new and improved system of ratting next fall, and an assurance
that the meals in the Beanery
would be greatly improved next
year with the inaugural of the
Unit-Cost Plan. After Bralove had
concluded his address, French expresed his appreciation and stated
that whoever was elected would
need the full support and co-operation of the student body in order to
succeed in accomplishing anything
constructive for Rollins.
President Miller concluded the
student assembly with a brief but
extremely enlightening explanation
of the regulations that would be in
effect for the voting today.

STUDENT BODY
ELECTS FRENCH
AND COLEMAN
Two Candidates For Offices Are
Elected On First
Ballot Today
Nathaniel S. French, o£ Kendall Green, Massachusetts, a
Junior in Eollins College, was today elected president of the
Student Association, a tabulation of the ballots this afternoon revealed. The other candidate for this office was
George R. Barber of Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, who received
152 votes to French's 182.
.

=^-. •

In the choosing of the vice-president, Celestina McKay, of Tampa,
Florida, also a junior at Rollins,
was not elected to the office, receiving 263 votes. The quorum
was 266.
The other unopposed candidate,
Rebecca-Ann Coleman, of Chicago,
Illinois, and Winter Park, Florida,
was chosen for the office of secretary-treasurer of the Rollins Student Association. Becky Coleman
received 318 votes.
Contrary to the usual custom
there was no balloting today for
offices of the Y. M. C. A. nor of
the Y. W. C. A. due to a decision
of the Student Council in a recent
meeting when it was decided to
abolish these organizations on the
campus. The Council also voted
that hereafter the duties of the
Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A.
HAOAWaS.FMMH
would be taken over by the Student
Association.
Nathaniel S. French was bor
Boston, Mass., in 1912. He attend-•) The officers of the Student Publications
are also usually chosen
ed Derby Academy where he was
on the third Wednesday in April,
president of the Student Council,
but due to a postponement of these
captain of the football team and elections until May 3, the results
treasurer of the Athletic Associa- will appear in a later issue of the
tion. After graduating he went to Sandspur.
Harvard for a year and was manager of the freshman swimming
team. At Rollins he is a member
of the X Club, the Museum, manager of the swimming team,
a member of the Student Discipline
Committee, Alternate Athletic Representative from Chase Hall, and
a member of the Intra-mural
Lakeland College Host to "Y"
Board. In his spare moments Nat
Convention April 9
sings in the Glee Club. Although
he has been here but a single year,
Through the co-operation of Dean
his accomplishments have proved Campbell Rollins was enabled to
him to be an intelligent, capable send a delegation to the Florida In.
and worthy representative of the tercolegiate Y. M. C. A. Convention held at Southern College in
Rollins student body.
Lakeland on the week-end of April,
8. The committee consisted of Jack
Higley, president of the Rollins Y.
M. C. A., Warren Apgar, Tom
Trammell, and Joe Morse, all outstanding Y. M. C. A. workers of
the Rollins College campus.

RDLLINS STUDENTS
VISIT SOOTHERN

Rollins Key Society
Elects Members At
Meeting Last Night

On Friday, April 7, Dr. Spivy,
president of Southern College, gave
a welcoming address to the convention, consisting of delegations
from the University of Florida at
Gainesville, the Florida State College for Women at Tallahassee, the
University of Miami, St. Petersburg Junior College, Southern, and
R611ins. Conferences and meetings
of the convention took place on
Friday and Saturday, and late Saturday afternoon the committees for
1934 were chosen. Higley was
elected chairman of the committee
on findings while Morse was chos.
en the local representative of the
Members of the Key Society are Southern Intercollegiate Y. M. C.
selected semi-annually on the basis A. The latter also served on the
of scholarship and extra-curricular Committee on Resolutions.
activities, and high moral standAt a meeting on Campus! Duties
ing, 'fhey are chosen from students and Problems, Higley spoke on the
in the upper division or junior and Y. M. C. A. at Rollins stating that
senior classes in November and here the organization played an exApril of each college year. Mem- tremely important part in life of
bership is limited to thirty.
each student and that he felt the
Present membership now in- problems of the campus were well
cludes; James H. Ottaway, presi- taken care of by this group.
dent; Eleanor Wright, vice presiThe convention officially addent; Jean Fullington, secretary; journed Saturday evening aftar the
Ed Kruger, Mary Kinser, Marguer- annual banquet and business meetite Libbey, Louise Brett, Mary L^ee ing, at which the reports of the
Korns, Beth Cutter, Watt March- committees were heard.
After
man, George Carrison, Ruth Jeanne much discussion and debating it
Bellamy, Robert Currie, Lulu Cash- was finally decided to hold the 1934
11, and Boyd Kyner.
convention in Miami.
Sixteen juniors a
elected to membership in the Rollins Key Society, honorary scholastic organization, at a meeting
held yesterday afternoon in the
lobby of the Conservatory. Those
elected were:
Thomas Johnson,
Mary Butler Longest, George Barber, Betty Childs, Mary Lynn Rogers, Olive Dickson, William Mosteller, Ray Miller, Yervant Aristakes, Doris Lang, T. J. Morris,
Betty Lynch, Katherine Goss, Ruth
Hart, Bruna Bergonzi, and Thelma
Van .Buskirk.

THE

TWO

THE WORLD
VIEWED
AT ROLLINS

RELATIONS GLUD
MEETS APRIL 20

For ten centuries, only the eldest man of each family has held
the right to vote, and no man, has
been entitled to a voice in government until after the death of his
father. Today the two principal industries of the litte nation (sheepherding and smuggling) are virtually controlled by the rising generation, and that group felt required by circumstances to protest.
The Councillors succeeded in discovering that there never had been
a written law affecting the question, and, to the great satisfaction
of all, universal male suffrage was
decreed.

(Continued from Page 1)

POLICY OF UNION
TO DE CONTINUED
Discussion Of Advertising Is
Held At Meeting
Funding of all advertising revenue derived from the Sandspur,
Tomokan and Flamingo during the
college year 1933-34 was adopted at
a meeting of the Rollins Publications Union in Sparrell Hall last
Wednesday afternoon.
Advertising secure<^ for the "R"
Book, the Tomokan, the FJamingo
and the Sandspur will be in the
hands of an advertising commissioner to be selected May 3 in regular Publications Union elections
who will succeed James H. Ottaway, who has handled the combined
advertising of the publications this
year. The revenue was divided,
however, on the basis of the amount
obtained for each publication.
The new plan calls for a division
of advertising revenue on the following basis:
Sandspur, 7 5 % ;
Flamingo, 12%%; Tomokan, 1 2 % % ;
and "R" Book, all advertising that
is secured for the publication.
Business managers of each publication will not keep advertising
accounts, under the new plan, and
this work will fall to the advertising commissioner who may, if he
so wishes, appoint an assistant to
aid him.
The plan was adopted so that
competition among publications for
advertising will be co-ordinated
and that merchants will not bo
bombarded for requests for advertising out of proportion to their
actual ability to advertise.

Attending the Conference will be
representatives from the International Relations Clubs of colleges
and universities of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia. The Conference
will be under the auspices of Emory
University and Agnes Scott College in Atlanta.
Sir Herbert Ames will speak on
the subject "Germany Looks Toward the East." He is a former
member of the Canadian Parliament, having served on that body
from 1904 through 1917, and was
the man who opened the first meeting of the Judges of the World
Court at the Hague. He is accredited with organizing the financial framework of the League, and
served in the capacity of financial
director of the League for seven
years. In recent years he has lived in Boston but has made frequent trips to Europe to keep in
constant touch with changing conditions abroad.
Dr. Ernest Minor Patterson, who
will also address the Conference,
is president of the American Academy of Political and Social Science and professor of Economics at
the Wharton School of Finance and
Commerce of the Univex-sity of
Pennsylvania. Dr. Patterson is also the author of many books on
modern economics and international relations.
Florida colleges and universities
with International Ijelations Clubs
represented at the Conference a r e :
University of Miami, Coral Gables;
University of Florida, Gainesville;
The John and Mabel Ringling College, Sarasota; Rollins College,
Winter Park.
The Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace has organized
405 International Relations Clubs
in American colleges and universities as well as 104 in foreign countries, in all a total of 509 clubs.
The object of the clubs is to inform
the young men a»d women in the
colleges regarding world problems.

Art Exhibit Is Now Relations Club
To Meet Thursday
Being Held In Studio
For Florida Artists The International Relations Club
Of great importance is the Allied
Arts Exhibit now being held at the
Studio. The exhibit is in the form
of an open contest for any artist
non-professionals in Florida.
Miss Edith Fairfax Davenport,
Mrs. Arthur Aldis, Mr. Hughlette
Wheeler, Miss Margaret Smith, and
Mrs. Zoe Shippen Jewett judged
the paintings and sculptures last
Monday but the winners will not
be announced until tomorrow when
the Allied Arts Society will hold
its next meeting.

met at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
John Martin last Thursday evening.
Mr. Martin, conference leader
and consultant on International
Relations, talked to the club on
Russia, and explained the purpose
of the Five-Year-Plan. After his
talk the members of the club enjoyed punch and cakes while they
had a discusison of the Russian
problem.

of

the

tional Friendship, of which he was
a founder, treasurer of the Fund
for the Starving in Europe, treasurer of the International Serbian
Educational Commission, and an
officer in many other organizations.
As a reward for his work in international relations and world
peace he has been decorated by the
Order of St. George of Greece and
the Order of St. Sava of Serbia,
and has been knighted by the King
of Sweden. Dr. Lynch has appeared frequently on the program
of the Rollins Animated Magazine
and is a former member of the
Winter Term Faculty of the College.
A feature of this year's Commencement Week exercises will be
a student production of "Merton
of the Movies" by the Rollins
Workshop on Saturday evening.

Advertise in the Sandspur
For Results

There is sorrow on Punch Bowl
hill. With his innumerable family
about him Charlie Chan sadly reflects upon the inscrutable ways of
providence. Never again will the
genial Chinese detective fare forth
to solve a mystery which baffles
the police.
For Charlie Chan
knows that before a certain house
in distant Pasadena a black camel
sits. Within that house his dearest friend, his creator, his biographer who made his exploits and his
sayings famous over the earth, lies
dead. Earl Derr Biggers has closed the last of the celebrated cases
of Charlie Chan.
With Charlie Chan a vast multitude of people, in every land,
mourn. They belong to that cosmopolitan society who number
themselves among the friends of
Charlie Chan, and so inevitable
friends of Earl Derr Biggers.
It is not strange that Bigger's
name should be inevitably linked
with that of his famous character,
Charlie Chan. Though he was already famous when the first Charlie Chan story, "The House Without a Key," 'was published about

student directorship April 24th
when he will present a morning matinee performance of "Jim's Beast"
the Annie Russell Theatre. The
scene of this amusing one-act play
laid in the corner of a museum
where the prehistoric animals
reign. The cast will include Sarah, the scrub woman, Dorothea
Yust; the professor, Walter Perkins; Mrs. Morrow, Eleanor White;
Mrs. Van Dyke, Nancy Cushman;
Robin Hood, Howard Showalter;
Mrs. Livingston, Marlen Eldridge;
Ray Livingston, her husband. Bob
Black; and Larry, a soldier, David
Bothe.
Rosamond Carson will present
"WilLo-fthe-Wisp" May 2nd, but
as yet the east has not been announced.

The Philosophy Club held its
third meeting last Friday evening
at the Perrydell. The club had as
its dinner guest and speaker, Mr.
Kilroe, who talked to the group
on the subject of Hindu Philosophy.
Mr. Kilroe has spent many years
in India under the British Civil Service. Because of his close contact
with the natives the speaker was
able to point out in a clear and
colorful manner the influence of
the Hindu belief in the civilization
there and how it still continues to
have an influence on the mass of
the people of the western world.

W.A.A. Has Picnic
At Family Tree

(Continued from Page 1)

has the voice of authority. His
unique career covers 38 years of
public service, beginning in 1894
as United States minister to Siam
in Asia and diplomatic adviser to
Admiral Dewey during the Spanish War, and continuing as conv
mercial commissioner in Japan
China, India and other countries
delegate to Pan American conferences in Mexico, and elsewhere envoy and minister plenipotentiarj
to Argentina, Colombia and Panama, and director general of the
Pan American Union at Washing
Biggers died at the very height ton for 14 years.
of his career. It is idle to specuA. J. Hanna, professor of Florlate on what new laurels might ida History at Rollins, and chairhave been placed upon the serene man of the Cei-vantes Day program,
brow of the sagacious Charlie, had has announced that the luncheon
Biggers lived to guide him through will be attended by representatives
other mysteries. In any event, of the Spanish Clubs throughout
Charlie Chan has solved six great the State. A part of the luncheon
mysteries in 10 years. That is program will be in Spanish and a
enough to give hirh an imperishable part in English.
reputation.
These stories have
been published in book form, in
magazines, and in newspapers.
They have been translated into 10
foreign languages. Four have been
made the basis for motion pictures.

Papers Are Judged At Recent
Annual Exposition
At the N. W. Ayer & Son annual
newspaper expostion recently held
in Philadelphia, the following pa,
pers were awarded places:

Out of the newspapers with more
than 50,000 circulation, The New
York Times won first place, The
New York Herald-Tribune, second
and The Cleveland (Ohio) Press
third.
The Rockford (Illinois) Register.
Republic, T h e St. Petersburg
Times, and The Hartford Couram
won places in the group with 10,000
to 50,000 circulation.
Of the newspapers up to 10,000
circulation, first was awarded to
The Chambersburg (Pa.) Public
Opinion; second to the Adrian
(Mich.) Daily Telegram; and third
to The Peoria (111.) Transcript.
The papers were judged on these
basic points:
Accessibility of
news and advertisements, distribution of display units, balance, han.
dling of run-over stories, typography, display values and spacing,
presswork, including impression,
uniformity of distribution, legibilHerman F. Siewert, organist of
ity and ink work.
the Knowles Memorial Chapel at
Rollins College, has been selected
to represent Florida at the convention of the American Guild of Ox'At the Cervantes Day luncheon ganists at Cleveland, from June 2G
Sunday a bronze medal award will to 29, it is announced. Mr. Siewert
be made to the student showing is one of the nine recitalists who
the greatest efficiency in Spanish will be present at this convention.
in the Cervantes contest.
This
Before coming to Rollins, Hermedal will be presented Hy the In- man F. Siewert was a student of
stituto de Las Espanas of New Dr. William C. Carl in New York,
NOW OPERATING 7
York City.
and received the fellowship degree
DAYS A WEEK!
It has an imaginary engraving of the American Guild of Organof the immortal Don Quixote on ists. Since 1923 he has been teachWednesday & Thursday
one side and on the other an en- er of organ in the Conservatory of
April 19-20
graving of "La Dama de Elche," Music at Rollins. Mr. Siewert has
The most popular actress on
a great piece of Spanish sculpture | been elected dean of the Florida
the screen in her greatest
chapter
of
A.
G.
O.
four
times.
uprooted in 1897. The contest was i
role!
open to students in the Spanish
JOAN CRAWFORD
Department.

Herman Siewert To
Represent Rollins
At June Convention

BABYGRAND

BUICK '
PONTIAC

Orange-Buick
Pontiac Co.

ranged for by Kay Hara and after
Joe Morse, Warren Apgar and
the supper entertainment took the
form of wading and climbing Tom Trammell spent an extremely exciting week-end at the home
trees.
"Open Evenings"
of Frank Foster at 17 West Court,
.130 N. ORANGE AVE.
Miami, Florida.
Phones
5353—8335
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Mackay
Matheson of Montreal, Canada, announce the birth of a son, Harold
Moffat Matheson, on April 14th.
Mrs. Matheson was the former
Launderers, Dyers and Cleaners
Edith Moffat who attended Rollins
A Clean Service For Every Need
from 1929 to 1931.

Portable Typewriters
All Makes
New and Used
Convenient terms can be
arranged.

Davis Office Supply C Orlando 29 E. Pine St. Florida

"RAIN"
with Walfer Huston
Friday & Saturday
April 21-22

RONALD COLMAN
"CYNARA"
with Kay Francis
lc SALE DAY. Thi.s ad and
26c will admit 2 adults matinee or 36c 2 adults at night.
Sunday & Monday
April 23-24
7 Great S t a r s Will Rogers - Janet Gaynor
Lew Ayres - Sally Eilers
Norman Foster

"STATE FAIR"
RENDEZVOUS BAR-B-Q
No. 2

Continuous daily from 3 P.M.
Matinees, 25c - Night, 35c

ORLANDO LAUNDRIES, INC.

Winter Parli Phone 49
9A%
LM

Orlando 6065

D I S C O U N T

CASH

AND

CARRY

Dry Cleaning and Laundry
Dollar Dry Cleaning Co.
332 E. Park Are., Winter Park

PURE FRESH ORANGE JUICE
5c a glass at

HAM'S BAR-B-Q
NEXT DOOR TO THE BROWNIE HOUSE AT ORWIN MANOR

PARENTS

FACULTY

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
FRENCH DRY CLEANERS
PHONE

Winter Park—9188
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

THE PLACE TO GET
WHAT YOU
WANT

THE SANITARY MEAT MARKET

The Whistling Kettle

offers you
Quality M e a t s a t M o n e y - S a v i n g P r i c e s
228 PARK AVE.
PHONE GO

On Lyman Ave.

SIBERLING TIRES

Orlando—3176

Eating Directory

Pewter Pitcher
Club Breakfasts
Lunch
Dinner
A la carte
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THE COLLEGE GARAGE
Scott and Galloway

ONE WAY TO KEEP COOL
A corking idea,—this,—if you have the ice and want to be
dubbed "slightly off." But if you want to keep cool sensibly,
BAKER'S offer

PERRYDELL
There are two comfortable
rooms available opening on a
sun-deck overlooking the garden. They would be enjoyed by
Rollins' friends and parents..
Arrange with us for luncheons
and banquets.
Luncheon 75c

-

22 E. Gore Ave.

Orlando

Eat at Shorty's and enjoy food that
You'd Get At Home

NOACK & HALL

bathing suits and then you wend your way to the beach for
a cool dip in the surf.

Dinner $1.00

Ask the User If he is satisfied

operated by

Winter Park Golf Club

10 years ago, that fame was pale
compared with the greater fame
which came to him through the exploits of the Chinese detective.
And while Charlie Chan brought
fame to Biggers certainly Biggers
succeeded in bringing equal fame
to his friend Charlie.
Through
Biggers' skill Charlie rose from
the rank of a humble member of
the Honolulu police force to become
the best known and most beloved
detective in the world. His advice
was sought by Scotland Yard officials, by the best detectives of
great metropolitan cities.

Mr. Kilroe told of the scientists
and the work that they are doing
Read The Sandspur
in their own way, and the influence which it will have upon the
future of the nation.
The date of the next meeting is
to be announced later. However,
the speaker will be Prof. Rice upon
the subject. The Art of Living. A
discussion will follow this talk and Always in the lead with High
it is expected to interest a large Grade Used Cars
1931 Buick 67 sedan. Oi-iginal finThe W. A. A. picnic, after sever- group of the college students.
ish beautiful green duco. Like
al postponements, took place last
new. Upholstery spotless. New
Thursday evening at the family
Goodyear tires. Only
S725
Chi
Omegas
enjoyed
a
picnic
at
tree.
1930 Packard—six wire-wheel seA good crowd left Cloverleaf in Woo Island, Monday afternoon.
dan. This car has the appearance
The
committee
in
charge
of
the
arcars at 5:30 and others joined the
of a new car.
Exceptionally
group at the tree after canoeing rangements included Betty Lynch,
clean throughout. _.._
...$775
Mona Graessle and Alyce Cleveacross the lake.
land.
A large supply of food was ar-

Special To Students

Special
Student
Rates.

Author of
Ends Cervantes,
"Don Quixote," Will
Dies Be Honored Sunday

Robert Currie Will
Cervantes Medal
Direct''Jim's Beast" Philosophy Club
To Be Presented
Has Meeting At
In Theatre April 24
To Best Student
Perrydell
Friday
Robert Currie will receive his

Consult Us About Prices •

French Club Has
Picnic Wednesday
The French Club had a picnic
last Wednesday at Woo Island.
Following supper French songs
were sung and plans made to give
a French play for the purpose of
making enough money to pay for
the Tomokan picture. An announcement will soon be made as
to the exact date of the performance.

secretary

Southeastern Conference To Church Peace Union, secretary of
Meet In Atlanta
the World Alliance for InternaA Southeastern Conference on
International Relations, which will
have as leading speakers Sir Herbert Ames, former financial director of the League of Nations, and
Dr. Ernest Minor Patterson, president of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science, will
be held in Atlanta from April 20
through April 22, the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
announced recently.

SANDSPbrf

Rollins Graduation To Charlie Chan's Career
Be Held This Year On
Week-end of June 5th As Earl Deer Biggers
Foundation,

(Continued from Page 1)

ROLLINS

Jantzen Shorts
Jantzen Suits
Jantzen Toppers

$2.95
$3.95
$6.50

R. C. BAKER, Inc.
"at

the corner,

downtown"

THE

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Student Publications
Applications Must be
Filed by Sat., April 29

P reviews
postv.-ews

MUSIC FESTIVAL
"^^^^
IS
piainviews J O N & S

(Continued from page 1)

Ml IS GIVEN *'lolanthe*' to be
In Theatre April
LAST MONDAY

First Annual Interscholastic editor and business manager of the
A fascinating- little item is
now a dearth of brilliant popul
Tomokan, and for the first time "Suppressed Desires" Is PreContest To Be Held Here
one that reveals the $100,000,000 compostions period.
there will be only one editor of th(
sented at Bacheller Estate
expenditure of manufacturers on
Incidentally, and speaking of the
"R" Book, frosh bible, and one bus

prize contests last year.
Quite some number of our popu
lace, we might think, got some
pretty fair breaks, what with tenthousand-dollar awards and all flying around to that extent; however,
the balloon pops when we read further and discover that only 5% of
that money went for the prizes
themselves—the rest ambled into
the pockets of everyone from ad
copy writers to radio announcers
and sign painters, merely as "publicity expense."

lyric writers being overloaded,
have you heard the words to "I'll
Take An Option On Y o u ? " Pretty
swell rhymes, but sometimes a bit
overdone, especially in one or two
instances where the word seems
chosen more for rhyme than reason.
And "I Don't Stand a Ghost
of a Chance" is only a short way
behind.

Speaking of rhymes, by the way.
Ring Lardner's remark not long
ago in his New Yorker "Over the
Waves" column, wherein he disAnd verbatim from a San Diego cussed such things, hit the nail
pretty well on the head when he
club bulletin:
said that a new low had been reachBecause of the present fied by the supposed "rhyming" of
nancial stringency the hard
MICHIGAN with MY OLD FRAtimes party planned for SaturTERNITY PIN.
day evening hasi been postponed until some time next month.
The bank holiday even hurt the
If curiosity has ever made you
tough times out West, it seems.
'onder just what the country
t-ackers in this sunshiny domain
Florida's private edition of Pro- ve on and off of, and if you
hibition, which tumbled along close 'ould really like to know more
on the heels of the Volstead Act about Florida and its innate charmany, many years ago, came'peril- acteristics (if a state can have
ously close to being ludicrous in such), by all means don't overlook
one respect, at least.
SOUTH MOON UNDER, the naThe state rule calls for complete tional best seller by Marjorie Kinn Rawlings.
annihilation of any beverage of
which the alcoholic content exceeds
With an understanding that
one-half of one per cent, with the shows a rare combination of inusual impressive list of "manufac- ght—by investigation and by inture, sale, transportation/' etc., at- tuition—and deep comprehension
tached.
of the hearts of the people and sitWell, it seems that, after being uations which she portrays, the au• hasn't missed a thing that
aged a mere twenty-four hours,
Lady Bossy's by-product, butter- would add to the pleasure of the
der, unless it is possibly that
milk, no more and no less, contains just that amount of the for- she might have made the book
bidden substance.
Feature the longer.
possibilities if anything goes a litFor a way to become educated
tle haywire with something some- painlessly, and to learn thoroughly
where; maybe some Prohi or Revhat goes on about us here within
enuer will some day come upon a em's reach, a perusal of this
bottle of the Blivins Dairy's best greatest Florida book yet written—
and discover that it's downright il- SOUTH MOON UNDER—supplies
legal, it is.
ed, a'nd fulfills a want we have
all felt.
And for the newer songs, it would
After you have read it, you will
appear that the lyric writers were know more about this state than
carrying the brunt of the labor you do about your own, that is one
these days
If no big and popular
tain thing; and you will be glad
and different song has escaped you know it.
notice during the past few weeks,
Now, growing sage for the nonce,
there is no outstanding hit which P.P.P. exists with the observation
has everyone listening for it all the that the only way yet discovered
time, unless that hit might be to make dreams come true is to
"Shuffle Off, etc."
ke up.
There are, as ever, of course, a
goodly number of dance pieces
Ashley, 111. (UP)—Al. Brown, a
which keep the bands busy with
inner living near here, reports
new interpretations from day to
at a sow belonging to him has
day, but Irving Berlin's last two
lopted four motherless puppies
haven't been very exciting, and De and
•^ 's nursing them along with her
Sylva, Brown, and Henderson havelitter.
n't been heard from in some time.
Without going too much into detail,
then, it's safe to say t h a t there is

Three hundred high school students from all parts of Florida will
compete in the first annual Interscholastic Music Festival which will
be held at Rollins on Friday and
Saturday of this week under the
auspices of the Rollins Conservatory of Music.
Harve Clemens, chairman of the
faculty of the Conservatory of Music, and director of the festival,
reports that about 25 high schools
will be represented in either the
group competitions or the individil contests.
The Rollins festival, the only one
its kind held in Florida this
year, has attracted widespread attention despite the unwillingness
;ome high schools to bear the
expense of sending representatives,
and despite the curtailment of
(Continued on Page 5)

Rollins Women To
Debate Gainesville

iness manager.
"Applications, as stated in tht
last issue of the Sandspur, must
give the following information: a.
Experience on Rollins publications,
b. Experience on other pubications. c. Other training that qualifies candidates for office, d. 0thactivities in which the candidate
expects to participate if elected to
position on a publication, e. Any
:her information of value in conderation of application.
"Students who are interested in
applying for any of the nine offices to be filled May 3 but who
.'ish to have more information
bout duties may either see the
heads of the publications involved
r myself.
"Though any upperclassman may
pply for either position on the 'R'
Book, students of the lower division are particularly invited to compete for office, because, according
to the 1932 editors and business
managers, lowerclassmen k n o w
more what ought to be published
in such a book.
"It is particularly necessary for
candidates to prepare carefully
their letters of applications, for
it is through these communications
and through knowledge of the candidate by Union members, of
course, that the final selection is
made."

Harriet Hiller and Molly Vincent
;il meet the freshman debaters
om the University of Florida at
linesville in a debate at the Rolls Expresison Studio on Thursy, April 20, at 8:15 P. M.
The Rollins team will up hold the
negative side of the question, "Resolved: That Women in Politics Are
Fiasco." The Rollins team re-1
cently met the Yale team in a de- j Spokan, Wash. ( U P ) ~ M a y b e it's
bate which was judged a draw. The ^a result of the depresison, but the
question which was argued in that latest thing here is the unicycle.
debate is the same as that which j Its a one-wheeled bicycle, and two
will be discussed tomorrow eve- youths have operated on their bikes
ning.
to produce the single-wheeler.

Its

By VICTORIA BEDFORD
The seventh local performanci
of "Suppressed Desires" was given
in Irving Bacheller's garden last
Monday afternoon before an audience enthuisastic, appreciative and
amused.
George Cram Cook and Susan
Glaspell surely created in this comedy a humorous version of the eternal triangle situation. To escape
the queer accusations of psychoanalyses-crazed Henrietta Brewster,
Stephen, her husband, and Mabel,
her innocent sister, have their
dreams interpreted by a psychoanlist. Henrietta is cured of her
raze when she hears that her home
must be broken up for a satisfactory dream interpretation.
Gordon Jones was Gordon, but
,lso and luckily, Stephen. I laughd at him and with him.
Betty Young surprised us all by
er interpretation of "dumb" Mabel. Being a chic maid in "Rebound" was a part all right, but
I hope she can have another try
something better.
Barbara Reed knows the "design
for acting." Just give her a part
with sincerity in it and she can put
across the footlights.
Although I've read tbe play, actin it, and have seen numerous
performances, I'm not tired of it
. . but I can't help wondering
. "Will there be an eighth performance?"

Advertise in the Sandspur
For Results

A week from tomorrow night the
first performance of "lolanthe"
will be given in the Annie Russell
Theatre by the Rollins Workshop.
The operetta is being directed l>y
Harold C. Sproul and Dorothea
Lynch, the dances being supervised
by Mme. Scott-Fanelli.
"lolanthe," in the usual Gilbert
and Sullivan vein, is a travesty
British government, and contains
as well, incidental parodies on Arcadian Shepherds, Wagnerian mu
sic, sentimentality, and the quick
growth of scandal from a trivial beginning.

The plot of the operetta is a
somewhat confusing one.
Strephan, an Aracidian shepherd, played by Everett Roberts, is the son
of the fairy lolanthe, played by
Genevieve Greer, whose husband
was a mortal. Such a parentage
has made him a fairy down to
the waist while his legs, alas, are
mortal. The unhappy youth has
fallen in love with Phyllis, played
by Virginia McCall, a ward of the
Lord Chancellor, Theodore Ehrlich, who is also susceptible to her
charms.
lolanthe, who has been banished
om the fairy realm to t h e abode
of frogs at tbe bottom of a stream,
for her injudiciousness in marrying
mortal, is finally released after
twenty-five years by the repentant Queen of the Fairies, in the
person of Mona Graessle. Her arival in the upper regions causes
omplications incriminating f o r
Strephan. The peers of the Brith realm, envious of Strephan,
leing him talking rather affectionately to his mother, who, due to
fairyhood, appears to be no
e than seventeen, lay the matter before Phyllis. She, thinking

F U N I S BE FOOLED

INC.

FRED M. FLOYD
LITTLE LADY SUITS in
Pique—AU Colors
SPECIAL $3.95

Steve's Bar-B-Q

The R. F. Leedy Co.

Aways Warm Inside
Toasted sandwiches of all kinds
Mexican Chili
Midway between Orlando and
Winter Park

Down Town

Swimming
Trunks
for College Men
They're the most popular
high-waisted style with zipper front in blue flannel,
and tan or blue gabardine.

Face the Future
Unafraid
They had to—you can
If you had been one of the sign's of the Declaration of Independice, any document containing
Dur signature would be worth a
lot of money today.
But how would you like to put
your signature on a Declaration of
Independence today, and know that
it will be worth a lot of money to
you or yours in years to come, no
matter how soon those years may
come?
All it takes is the same courage
and determination that the original
igners had.
Ask your Equitable representaive in this district how you or
..•our family can be financially independent.

SEVERIN BOURNE
Representative
Rollins College Publicity Office
Telephone ::74
CarueRle H.all

$2.50
Men's Fashion Corner
Street Floor

Y O W E LLDREW CO.

Others in the cast are: Celia,
Bruna Bergonzi; Leila, Jeanne Fontaine; Fleta, Nan Chapin; Earl of
Montararat, Milford Davis; Lord
Tolloller, Edwin Libbey; Private
Willis, Stewart Eaton.
The chorus of fairies includes
Barbara Parsons, Thelma Van Buskirk, Eliza Windsor, Dorothy Steuer, Marlen Eldridge, Marguerite
Bird, Mary Virginia Taylor, Isabelle Birnie, Carol Marion, Ernestine Hills, Marguerite Libbey, Janet Murphy, and Martha Mae NewThe chorus of peers includes Bill
Woodhull, Kinsman Wright, Dante
Bergonzi, Yervant Aristakes, Stuart Eaton, James Tullis, Douglas
Chalmers, Norris Clark, John Applegate, and Charles Sealover.
Hunter Bagged FamM Killer
Hoquiam, Wash. (UP)—The Hoh
River Valley district of the Olympic peninsula is rid of a devastating killer. Charles Lewis, veteran
hunter, ,recently bagged a cougar
3ved by valley residents to have
taken a toll of 200 elk and 50 deer
the past year.

SHOWING •

HARDEEN
PACKING CASE ESCAPE

The Undersellers,

335 E. Park Ave.

Strephan has received her, offers
her heart to the peers to fight over.
At this difficult point the fairies
come to Strephan's rescue, put him
in parliament, make the peers pass
all his bills, and convince Phyllis
of lolanthe's identity.
In the closing scene the fairies
are all married to peers, the queen
marries her guard, and, it now having become compulsory to marry,
everyone lives happily until some
radical fairy shall think it fit to
rebel against the institution of
marriage.

• Now

Easter Savings
Star Value Sale

Huy Your Used Car NOW
Pierce Arrow
$75
Dodge Sedan
$65
Chevrolet Coupe
$40

Presented
27 and 28

Just 6MM
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CONGRATULATIONS!
Again another election has passed by,
and another student president has been
chosen. There is no doubt whatsoever
that this campaign has been, perhaps
not the most exciting, but certainly the
finest within the past few years. It
has been carried on without much of
the politics and propaganda that is oftentimes evident in college elections.
To our own knowledge, for the last
three years there has been too much
hard feeling and bitterness in these
campaigns.
This year, however, a lack of campaigning in the usual manner has been extremely noticeable. It is difficult to determine
the cause of this; we do not believe that it
is due to a lack of interest among the student body. If anything, we -think that it is
because of the two candidates that have
been nominated for office. Either representative we consider enough outstanding
in personality and character to completely
fulfill the duties of the President of the
Student Association.
From the Student Opinion letters in
the Sandspur it is apparent t h a t many
people believe that these campaigns
are occasionally taken too seriously and
that we pay too much attention to politics. But as was evident in rushing
last fall, Rollins has shown a decided
change this year, and the shady side of
the campaign has become practically
eliminated. The two sides, we believe,
have been very fair in their support.
Representatives of both candidates have
appeared in an assembly and delivered their
respective platforms, and both, seemed to
have several excellent plans for improving
Rollins next year. The superior platform
would be exceeding difficult to select,
but each of them contained many wellfounded suggestions.
And so, to you, Mr. President, the
Sandspur extends its utmost congratulations and wishes you a most enjoyable and successful term in office.
Rochester University has abolished eight
o'clock classes, as it prefers to have its
students sleep in bed rather than classes.
(NSFA)—Minnesota Daily.

AND WE STILL NEED A
WELCOMING COMMITTEE
Not long ago a suggestion was offered on the editorial page of the
Sandspur. For those who, by chance,
failed to notice that suggestion, we repeat it to you now. It was the plan
of having a committee to greet athletic
teams and representatives who come to
Rollins from other colleges. We were
extremely disappointed when, after
about six weeks had passed since this
plan was suggested, nothing was done
about it. In the meantime we have
heard several stories from various
sources about the treatment of our opponents when they are at Rollins. We
recall having heard a member of a football team, whom we met last fall, say
recently that he never intended to return to Winter Park because of the
terrible time he had when he was
here. There was no one to meet the
team at the station, no one to entertain
they while they were at Rollins, and
nothing to do except to sit around an
Orlando hotel.
We can see no reason whatever for anyone leaving this college with such a feeling.
Doubtless many students well remember
their first visit and the excellent manner
in which they were received and entertained, but apparently this is not the case at
Rollins now. We are not offering a suggestion for another committee to be established. As it is, there are many of them
for a college as small as this, but there are
several organizations who do not seem to
have any official function except as an honorary position. Why couldn't some of these
groups take upon themselves this problfem
and make a point of successfully greeting
and entertaining every visiting team that
comes to this campus?
At the college and school with which
we are the most familiar there was an
organization established for that purpose; in each case it was a committee
of Juniors, and it was considered the
highest honor to ba elected to membership. However, we do not feel that
such a step is at all necessary here if
an organization like O. D. K. or the
student members of the social committee were to undertake this duty.

OTHER EDITORIALS
DEFLATION HITS THE COLLEGES
Few American institutions have been hit
harder by the depression than the educational system. And their woes are not only
those which arise from a shortage of ready
cash; they come from a dawning realization
that the American college or university has,
in many cases, been off on the wrong track
during the past decade. The depression
has simply made this fact plain.
The editor of "The Chakett," the official
organ of the Chi Phi fraternity, remarks
that evidence of this is to be found in the
sadly deflated condition of thousands of
colleges today. Looking back at the past
few years, he indicts a whole college generation, in words that are worth considering.
Recalling the thousands of young men
who went to college with no particular desire to get an education and won their degrees, without ever really opening their
eyes to the real problem of the day, he
says:
"I doubt if a more superficially minded
generation ever came of age. It is indeed
not at all unlikely that future historians
will say that while the foundations of western society were breaking up, the young
men of American universities were watching football games, going to tea dances and
aping the manners of a corrupt plutocracy.
"From out of these universties, in my
time at least, came thousands of bachelors
of arts and sciences who neither knew nor
cared what arts and sciences are, whose
solitary aim was to link up with a business
enterprise in which a lot of money could
be quickly made. They brought nothing
with them save manners, 'personality' and
acquisitive ambition."
These men, today, are in a sorry fix; and
part of the responsibility, a t least, must
be laid on the universities. The universities, as this fraternity editor remarks, "displayed a greater zeal for plant and equipment than for learning, they paid coaches
more than professors, they built stadia instead of libraries, they sought endowments
rather than scholars . . . . and made it very
easy for young men to pass through college,
degree in hand, but with minds that had
never even been required to think."
Out of the depression, let us hope, there
will come a tightening up of the educational
system, a return to first principles, and a
discarding of false ideals so that such a
criticism as this can never be made again.
The Crimson-White.

UNEMPLOYED GRADUATES
A handful of unemployed college graduates, who hope to increase their number to
100,000, has recently been organized to
form the Association of Unemployed College Alumni, in hopes that they may be
able to do something about their condition.
Included among these former students are
would-be doctors, lawyers, and engineers,
who have diplomas, but nothing else.
The group, numbering but a few hundred at present, intends to try to influence
social legislation, to win industrialists over
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to a program of planned industry, to gain
unemployment insurance, to force the government to provide work, rather than charity.
Joseph P. Lash, who received his Master's
degree from Columbia last year and was
also one of the editors of "The Student
Outlook" there, is chairman of the executive committee. Other sponsors include
John Dewey, noted philosopher, Reinhold
Niebuhr, of the Union Theological Seminary, New York, and Norman Thomas, Socialist candidate for president in the national election last November.
To quote from Mr. Dewey's recent open
letter to the class of 1933: "Consei-vative
estimates place the number of unemployed
engineers in New York City from 5,000 upwards. Unemployed teachers make up another 75,000 in the country. Lack of employment in law is expressed less directly
perhaps, but no less clearly in the difficulty
lawyers are having in making a Ih'ing.
Young doctors are prolonging their internships, as far as possible, despite the absence of wages, or are unable, even, to land
an internship. The American Library association estimates that there are 14 unemployed librarians for every position in
the profession."
"These conditions are nation-wide. The
student who graduates this year may just
as well hang around the campus taking
graduate courses, since it will do him no
good to hunt a job."
However, Dewey says, "Such conditions
are not inevitable, nor are they to be taken
lying down."
"Be it because of too great self-esteem or
of a tradition of lone-wolf independence, until now the college alumnus has neglected
associations that might give him effective
bargaining power."
The Scarlet and Black.

"BOOKS
By H. ALLEN SMITH
United Press Book Editor
Any time a biography of Huey P. Long
comes this way, it is going to get attention. When it came it was called "The
Kingfish: The Curious Tale of the Life
of Huey P. Long," by Webster Smith (Putnam).
It was officially published in a
pretty red jacket on April Fool's Day.
Taking it all in all, it is not a very good
book. The author seems to have thrown
a good deal of his material in a cotton gin
and let it dribble out in paragraphs. Yet
we defy any person above 15 to attempt a
biography of the Kingfish without making
parts of it interesting reading.
Smith has gathered a large part of his
material from newspaper reports. He apparently approached his subject with a clean
conscience, though the Huey Long we meet
in these pages is frequently a far from
lovely person.
The book goes back beyond the days
when Huey, the boy, working at picking
cotton, was caught putting watermelons in
his bag, and carries us down to the Kingfish's bizarre senatorial days and his mighty
splurge at the Democratic National Convention.
Last year when Merle Colby appeared
with his first novel, "All Ye People," the
critics whooped and one even suggested
that perhaps here was the great American
novel. Colby's second book is called "The
Road" (Viking).
The book shows clearly that Colby was
not a one-novel man, even that he is growing in his ability to picture the Ohio country of pioneering days. "New Koad" begins
dramatically with the meeting of a young
man and a young woman in the wilderness
that now is Northern Ohio. Beside a bogged wagon they build a crude cabin, for
there is nothing else for them to do, what
with winter already upon them. They are
destined to found, on this very site, a town
called Forward. As the rovers head west.
Forward grows, acquires a tavern, a public square, a rolling mill, a house presided
over by a madame, and a couple of mansions. Then we see it depopulated by famine, with the founders—Martin and Hager
—staying on.
Colby gives us two unforgetable characters in this man and woman, and Forward
is a town you long will remember.
A much longer novel is "Queen Street,"
by Edward Shanks (Bobbs-Merrill).
It
runs into 523 pages of fine type. In these
pages tlie author does a laudable job of
showing us post-war people of Britain. The
book will make you think of both Priestly
and Galsworthy at times.
Shanks picks his many characters from
various society levels and there are few of
them who are not shabby (jf not at the
wrists, then in the brain pan). The action
centers about a strange membership night
club called "The Bran Pie." But you'll also
visit "rag shops," theatres, schools, men's
clubs and laboratories, among other places.
The author was praised by Britain for his
ability to mix pathos and humor. This is
true enough, though the humor, for the most
part, is of that British complexion we
Americans can't quite comprehend.
The latest editions of the Wasp, "scandal sheet" at Ohio University a t Athens,
Ohio, were confiscated by the mayor of the
city soon after they appeared on the streets.
(NSFA)—Butler Collegian.
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Items
SNOOTICS
Haughty little skirt
Supercilious and glassy-eyed,
Conceit bloats you beyond
A future shadow!
Vertical nose, unheeding
Eye, you pass me by.
Like typhoid fever.
How come that stuff?
Stay! friend, be not so
Hot under ye collar.
Haughty airs and callous
Glances oft-times indicate
A mere myopic infirmity—
The gal's nearsighted, see,
And maidenly fearful of
Speaking to strangers!
West Virginia Anthenaeum.

-No, Dear. There Hasn't Been a Bit of Scandal While You
Were Away I"

SIUDENT
To the Editor:
I write in the spirit of constructive criticism. I am aware of the
attack that has been made and is
being made on Rollins' social program for the year and hereby humbly offer my own suggestions for
improving conditions.
So far since the opening of the
fall term there have been only
three all-college dances and one
script dance.
The fall term saw a few social
functions known as "Open House,"
but most open houses anywhere are
the dullest affairs ever invented,
IF they are conducted as open
houses.
Fraternities have very complacently given private or perhaps exclusive little affairs called "dances" at their houses but have ceased
because even the members stopped
attending.
I belive I have mentioned every
social affair (except of course,
Rush Dances, which were strictly
invitational) of which the majority
of students here approve and attend if given the opportunity.

OPINION
My object in writing this is to
lay bare the foundation of a potential social demoralization unless
the students and administration
WAKE U P !
A EOLLINS STUDENT.
Dear Editor:
The Eollins Y. M. C. A. has been
abolished. So far there has been
no student reaction. It has been
the indifferent "well, what of i t ? "
attitude that has prompted me to
write this letter.
Are we going to stand by and see
what might have proved a definite
beneficial factor in our college life
thrown aside without a t , l e a s t a
protest ?
The students here have interpreted the aims of the Y. M. C. A.
wrongly. The Y. M. C. A. is not
necessarily a religious organization. It is primarily to foster
SPIEIT and GOOD FEELING
among us. Its miserable failure
here is due as much to the students
as to the officers and administration.
The loss of such a badly organized and poorly directed organization is not to be lamented. Let's
get to the root of things and lament its introduction and continuance based on weak principles and
functions.
I am beginning with the major
premise that Eollins does need a
good, active Young Men's Christian Association. Why? Because
of the decrease in student churchgoers, a lack of good and democratic feeling, and an "undermining the spirit of co-operation and
loyalty to the highest aims and
ideals of the college." Unless another " Y " is formed, I see a gradual decline of the traditional Eollins "Campus Spirit."

Anyone not a student here who
has the delightful impression that
Eollins is an immense Country
Club, is laboring under a sad delusion.
It is not only far from being a
Country Club but its poor attempt
at congeniality and democracy is
causing a dull, lethargic campus
life.
What quite naturally results
from such a stupid state of affairs ?
Drinking increases, morals decline, cliques increase, small rivalries become more important, people are unconsciously placed in
castes from which they cannot rise
through lack of mediums of social
intercourse, and as an indirect reA STUDENT.
sult of the last, individualism has
been stressed in one faction and an
absurdly extreme "follow the leader" principle has been observed in
another.
Not long ago the Freshman and
Jean Jackson
Sophomore classes decided to comBack in the year 1911, Jeanie
bine their annual affairs into one.
Jackson was born in Springfield,
The dance has been postponed sevOhio. She attended the Springfield
eral times and is now indefinite.
High School and, upon graduating,
Why not assess each member, of
made the momentous decision of
both classes one dollar and give two
her life. She came to Rollins!
dances, reasonably far apart? I
During her sophomore year
am positive sufficient funds could
Jeanie was elected vice president
be collected.
] of the Gamma Phi Beta fraternity.
A certain Florida university W. A. A. and the Y. W. C. A. claimabout the size of Eollins, has on ed her time and attention, not to
its social calendar two all-college forget the mysterious P. W.'s of
script dances each week, to which which she and three other girls on
the students very soberly flock.
the Rollins Campus are members.
Is the spirit of democracy too Since English is her major, much
frail here for a moderation of such of Jeanie's time has been taken up
a system to be practicable?
working on the Sandspur and the
The students and administration Tomokan. Last year she was junhere are certainly in as good if not ior assistant editor of the latter.
better financial condition than the Golfing and playing tennis are her
school and students just mentioned. principal athletic interests. Jeanie
Students are complaining of plans to be an undertaker. Let's
nothing to do. Can you blame hope that her Rollins trade is few
them?
and far between.
I suggest a plan be formed for
two all-college dances monthly. It
is hardly necessary to outline the
Radio Gave Fire Alarm
benefits of such a system, moderate compared to several other colRandolph, Mass. (UP)—Mrs. Vileges of my acquaintance.
tale Buttacavale learned from her
If this suggestion were carried radio that there was a fire on her
out, possibly the active week-ends premises. When the radio suddenwould break us a certain monotony ly went dead, she looked out of
and encourage the students to work the window a t the antenna and
more, besides providing a correct discovered t h a t the hen coop, to
outlet for the restless energy of ft which it was attached, was in
certain type of student.
flames.

Rollins Seniors

WHAT TO DO WITH A BLACK
DERBY HAT
Paint it brown and toss it in the
ring.
Put it under your seat at the thea^er.
Grow flowers in it.
Gild it and join an orchestra.
Spin it.
Hang it over your keyhole,
Paint it pearl grey and go into
vaudeville.
Cut the crown away from the
brim and have one horse collar
and one lady's hat.
Cover a brick with it.
Paint it purple and join a minstrel show.
Invert it and place it on the
floor.
Leave it to be cleaned and then
never call for it.
Arizona Bear Tracks.
ECONOMISTS RESIGNS
Cambridge, Massachusetts — (I
P) — The resignation of William
Z. Ripley as professor of political
economy a t Harvard University,
which became effective March
1, removes from active teaching
one of the nation's leading economists.
The resignation had been prompted by poor health. Dr. Ripley will
become professor emeritus at Harvard.
Alabama Crimson & White.
NEW RECORD
Ben Eastman, Stanford middle
distance star, who holds the world's
record fc)r the 440, added another
mark to his list when he bettered
existing time for the 600-yard run
last Saturday at Los Angeles. His
time of 1 minute 9.2 seconds, was
a full second faster than the record set by Doug Lowe of Great
Britain in 1926.
Lehigh Brown & White.
'
NO DANCING
Expressing their indignation at
a ruling against dancing which
they considered obsolete, students
at Simpson College, a Methodist
institution at Indianola, la., threw
eggs and oranges at the president
of the college until he was forced
to flee from the chapel exercises.
Mississippi Spectator.
DO YOU KNOW
That "Love is the inward inexpressibility of an outward all-overness," or such was defined thus by
a student in Sociology 340? Do
not get curious as this happened
several years ago.
North Texas Teachers College
The Campus Chat.
IDAHO C O ^ E D S CANNOT WEAR
PANTS
Moscow, Ind.—(IP)—If any coed on the campus of the University of Idaho thinks she is a Marline Dietrich and undertakes to act
the part, she will have to do it
out of sight of Permeal J. French,
dean of women.
Alabama Crimson and White.
LA-DI-DA
Imagine the embarrassment of
the conductor when a fair freshman coed at the University of
Texas stopped a passing street
car, placed one foot on the lower
step, tied her shoe lace, thanked
the conductor and walked off.
The Tulane Hullabaloa
TULANE
World peace is the apparent aim
of many Tulane students and a
number in other colleges throughout the United States, if recent developments have any meaning.
Three petitions aiming to abolish
war are now in circulation on the
Tulane campus. The gist of these
include: the denunciation of propaganda glorifying war, the abolition
of excessive nationalism, the united refusal of the youth of America
to bear arms except in case of invasion, and attempts to remove all
causes of war.
DaTidBoniaa.

THE

ROLLINS

First Music Festival
To Be Held In Winter
Park This Week-end

SOCIAL UICNUCHTS
L DANGE
HELD SATURDAY
ff. A. A. Gives Entertainment
In Recreation Hall
The W. A. A. gave its annual
dance in Recreation Hall Saturday night. For an affair as suctessful as this turned out to be,
remarkably little was heard of it
before hand. Perhaps the fact
tiiat it was a girl-bid and girlbreak dance had something to do
»itli it. We missed a few of THE
i„en on campus. In fairness, we
nust admit that it did not necesjarily indicate that they were not
aslicd. One of them was overheard to refuse, "Sorry, I've been
under the impression that the girls
in this school like me, and I'd
rather keep it." Perhaps it is too
bad to spoil illusions of popularity so near the end of the year.
At the W. A. A. hike the girls
discovered that men are not always
element A in a good time, and Saturday they found decided advantages in slagging. But even the
jtags had to cut someone, and the
punch-bowl was pretty heavy.
A feature of the evening was
the elimination, "lucky number",
dance, in which couple forty-one
was awarded theatre tickets.
We have not decided whether or
not women are a fiasco in politics,
but after Saturday night we feel
,urc that the men would be the last
to infer the same about women's
ability to sponsor dances.
Bob Timson and his orchestra
furnished the music. The committee in charge was Jean Fullington,
Kay Hara, Nancy Cushman, Jean
Parker, and Pricilla Hakes.

Well, our little annual election
war should be just about over, and
Rollins Collitch still goes on. The
battle, we are sorry to say, has
been a rather disappointingly quiet
one; no bud slinging, no back-stabbing, no fiery, impassioned radio
addresses, only a few vague nursery jingles and a rather poor
mimeograph of one of the candidates. The X Club compromise on
Nat French, the Jib-Saw Candidate, robbed the campaign of what
looked like a bitter battle between
two campus leaders, for, up to the
very last minute, prevailing public sentiment seemed to be against
a first-year man representing the
Student Body. The issue was, perhaps, a minor one, but it made all
the difference in the world between
an exciting struggle between two
big campus personalities and a
mere vote - gathering campaign.
Any dark horse candidate, \yith a
fairly strong backing, might have
swept the entire election, due to
the general indecision of the voters concerning a choice of candidates and platforms, and, in case
The Spanish Club will meet at
of another vote being necessary,
Iho home of Mrs. Lamb at 7:15
might still do so.
tonight.
E a c h committee for
Cervantes Day is expected to
Your local key-hole peeper alhave a complete report.
The most fell out of the upper berth
following is a list of the commit- of the double-decker last week
tees: Publicity, Doris and Bar- when his one good eye piped the
bara Lang, Guilford Galbraith and olunm of competition in last
Harrison Roberts; Radio, Jean veek's edition of the old scandal
Parker and Fred Scholfield; Speak- heet. "Look's like they've signed
ers, Helen Lamb, Kathleen Shep- up 0. 0. Mclntyre," offered some
herd, Jane LeRoy; Welcome, Helen sympathetic soul, and it didn't look
Lamb and Al Valdes; Invitation,
such a bad idea. Disclaiming
Frederic Sackett and Kathleen any liability for any cracks, though,
Shepherd; Luncheon, Jean Fullingt playing fair.
Suppose the
ton and Estelle Long; T r a n s p o r t ^ young lady with penchant for playtion, Harriet Hiller and Jack Ott. ing hide and seek in the closet

Spanish Club
Meets Tonight
At Mrs. Lamb's

After a short business meeting
the club will go to Miss Annie Russell's home in order to make final
preparations for Cervantes Day.
Ail members are urged to be present.

didn't like the idea of her pet rendezvous being disclosed, and decidihe might as well take it out
on one columnist as another!! Just
between us, however, I believe that
f any person who really disliked the
publicity he got last week, were to
uss the matter with a certain
lanky individual from the X Club
who Kate Smith has been trying
to get over the mountain for so
long, he might get things straightened out. Of course, I may be
wrong. I Only Heard.

Pi Beta Phis Hold
Initation Service
Thursday, April 13
Pi Beta Phi announces the initiation of Esther Earle, Coronado,
California; Virginia Imlay, Washington, D. C ; and Josephine Quinn,
Palm Beach, Florida. The service
took place at the chapter house on
Thursday, April 13, at five o'clock.
The banquet was held at "Perrydell." Spring flowers and small
•nenues in the fraternity colors
'ere the only decorations on the
U shaped tables whi?h seated thirty-five guests.
Virginia Jaekel, president of the
r.it.v, welcomed the three new
- ^'s. Jean Myers compliment.1 for their co-operativeness
•odgcs. Miss Miriam Spra; "ke for the Alumnae Ad. Board, expounding on tlie
'•'•portance of fraternity relationskips after college.
The banquet ended with the singins of Pi Phi songs.

•v

The palm for the best piece of
work in the latest edition of the
"Flamingo," in our humble opinion,

X Club Elects
New OfRcers
At a recent meeting of the X
Club the following officers were
elected: President, Bernie Bralove; vice-president, Rob-Roy Mize;
treasurer, George Hines; secretary,
Robert Robertson.

(Continued from Page 3)

school funds at the expense of music . and other subjects ordinarily
classified in the realm of art.
"For many years," Mr. Clemens
said this week, "the realization has
goes to Bessie Graham for her
been growing among educators that
sketch "Violin Solo." Always like '
music is not an unnecessary 'frill'
to see a home town girl make good.
For the best piece of work of the Idea of Florida's First College to education, but as essential to
year, we nominate Bob Black's Conceived Fifty Years Ago the well-rounded human being as
mofe academic pursuits. Well con"Tombstone," not only for a clever
ducted, serious interscholastic conbit of writing, but because its RolFifty yeafs ago the seed of an tests have done much to promote
lins, all the way through; the kind
of stuff the "Flamingo" stands idea was growing among leaders interest in the study of music and
for. We tried to figure out how of the Congregational Church in to raise the standards of instrucChan Johnson's pompous bit of Florida that this state should have tion in the public school systems.
This year, unfortunately, the lack
ballyhoo ever snook into the saa college. The seed bore fruit at of funds and the early closing of
cred covers of the Eollins Literary
the
first
annual
meeting
of
the
many of the schools, has necessiMagazine; the "Forum" or the
"World's Work" (Mr. Shaw take Florida Congregational Conference tated the postponement of the state
festival usunotice) would have paid good mon- held in Winter Park in 1884 when interscholastic
ey for it. Could it be possible that Miss Lucy A. Cross, a pioneer in ally held in Tampa during the
the editors were still dreaming the educational field in Florida, ap- spring. Rollins College hopes, by
about those "moon drips of Fort pealed through her pastor. Rev. C. instituting a similar contest, to help
Valley" ? ? No wonder the stuff M. Bingham of Daytona Beach, for offset the blows that music study
is so potent; Pap had everything the "founding of a college thorough has recently received."
but his boots in the pot!!
and complete in its courses of stuThe Rollins festival will include
The campus really went social dy to illustrate by practice the doc- competitions for boys' glee clubs,
trine
of
'The
Education
of
the
girls'
glee clubs, mixed glee clubs
this week with three dances . . or
and orchestras, and individual conrather, two dances and a brawl. South at the South'."
Delegates to this conference fif. tests, in two classes, for piano, vioThe Phi Mus celebrated Leah Jean
Bartlett's arrival into the world ty years ago proceeded at once to lin and voice. The Class A comtwelve years ago (mental age) the consideration of the need of a petion for individuals are open only
students. Class
Florida and,
result I to junior and s
with a gentle bit of entertainment, coUege
and the W. A. A. successfully turn- of a committee's report at the seC' B competitions will be held for
ed the tables Saturday night with ond annual meeting, definite steps freshmen and sophomores.
their annual girl-break dance. The were taken to establish a ChrisCups will be awarded to the winTheta Kappa Nu house party would tion College. Within a few months
'rs in the glee club and orchestra
probably have turned out okay, too, the choice had been made of a site contests. The first prizes in the
if Ed Butner hadn't insisted on at Winter Park and Rollins Col- Class A competitions will be vouchbathing in the bowl of punch, a lit- lege was founded at the first in.00 to be applied on
tle trick he tried to pull two weeks stitution of higher learning in Flor- tuition toward the Bachelor of Muago ati the Kappa Alpha Theta ida.
Degree in the Conservatory of
house, where he wanted to get in
From April 18 to 20 of this year,
sic. Winners in the Class B inwith Putt-putt, the midget mas- the Florida Congregational Conferdual competitions will receive
tiff, who protects the sanctity of ence will hold its semi-centennial medals.
the K. A. T. House. Ed had to be meeting in Union Church, Ormond,
All of the contests will be held
ordered off the front porch of the Florida, to celebrate fifty years
the Annie Russell Theatre. Adhouse ("He'd have fallen off, any- of noteworthy accomplishment. Apission will be by tickets which
way," says Soc Chakales) and tak- propriately enough, Rollins Col- may be secured at the Conservatory
en home. Yeah, he's got a home. lege, which grew from the activi- of Music or at the general offices
They dug him one.
ties of the first and second confer- of the College. The festival begin
ence and which was fostered and with registration Friday morning.
We just can't close the column
sustained by the churches of the Friday afternoon, the Class A comwithout giving our readers the inConference in its earlier years, will petitions will be held for piano, vioside dope on one of the greatest
share in the celebration.
at 2 o'clock. Saturday
ambitions and interests of one our
What will take place, in effect, morning at 10 o'clock, the Class
local co-eds. When questioned on
what topic she would like to de- as "Rollins Night" will be observed B competitions for individuals will
velope for a theme, our own little at the Anniversary Dinner Wed- be judged. The group competitions
Grace "Call-me-Darling" Embry nesday evening, April 19, when repr glee clubs and orchestra will
pipes up and lisps. "I want to resentatives of Rollins will take an
11 take place Saturday afternoon
write on mass production. That's important part in the evening's at 2 o'clock. Members of the facwhat I'm interested in." No. I program. The principal speaker ulty of the Conservatory of Music
guess nothing is sacred any more!! will be Dr. William S. Beard, a will serve as judges for the indimember of the executive staff oi
dual contests. The judges for
Passing Glances: We understand
the college, and himself an out- the group contests will be headed
Dave Horowitz is going to take the
standing Congregationalist, who by Professor F. J. Lehmann, relead in the stage production of
will talk on "The Church, What tired head of the Theory of Music
"King Kong" . . . . did you see
Shall We Think About I t ? "
Department at Oberlin College.
Tony Merrill, King of the Chi
* Dr. Beard is a product of "The
In connection with the festival,
Omegas, get the royal bounce at
Little Church on the Hilltop," at the Conservatory faculty members
the W. A. A. dance Saturday
South Killingly, Conn., where his will present a public recital Frinight?? . . . . Bill Whalen almost
father for twenty-four years was day night at 8:15 in the Annie Rusgot kicked out of the K. A. house
pastor. Dr. Beard followed in his sell Theatre. Admisison is free,
for turning Stool Pigeon . . . . Bob
father's steps and entered the Con- but the number of seats for the
Stufflebeam and Jack Howden are
gregational ministry, later becom- public will be limited as a section
not Laurel and Hardy in disguise
ing pastor of the Durham, N. H., will be reserved for the high school
. . . . Roberta Beach is thinking
Community Church. From 1916 contestants. The program will inof taking the veil in some nice,
until January of this year, he has clude solos by Bruce Dougherty,
quiet conve.nt for inveterate smokbeen associated in various capac- tenor, and Miss Gretchen Cox, vioers . . . . Does Cang Lloyd really
ities with the national organization linist, and selections by a quintet
lay in the bottom of the truck when
of the Congregational Church in composed of Miss Cox, Harve Clemhe drives that Austin? . . . . Hanextension and promotion work, ens, violinist, Harold C. Sproul,
nabelle Walker has blown in from
serving during the past seven years 'cellist, Helen Moore, pianist, and
St. Jo to spend,a week or so . . . .
as executive secretary of the Na- Bruna Bergonzi, violinist.
tional Congregational Layman's
Word was received yesterday of Advisory Committee.
the marriage of Ethel Miller and
Miss Grace Bingham, the daughFrank Walker, both graduates of
Rollins. The wedding took place ter of Rev. C. M. Bingham who was
one
of the prime movers behind the
Birmingham, Ala., on April 11,
and after a short trip the couple establishment of Rollins College, is
now the president of the Rollins
ill make their home in Philadel:Club of Daytona Beach, and will
phia. Ethel was a member of Phi
take an active part in this year's
Mu and was prominent in campus
Congregational Conference.
activities, and Frank was a Kappa
Phi Sigma. He edited the Tomoin 1931.

ROLLINSANIA
By M. J. DAVIS
After drowning out a much-heralded Sunrise Service on Easter
Sunday and likewise eliminating
the annual parade of Easter bonnets, our little local, deluge seems
to have finally subsided, and left
us high and dry in the middle of
what appears to be going to be a
very warm spring term. And if
you don't think spring is with us
again, how do you account for that
bleary (yes, bleary; we know what
you're thinking!!) look and droopy
feeling that hits you just about
one-thirty every afternoon??
Of
course, there are some people who
are that way about each other and
romp around blythe and happy as
. . . well, Hal Sproul, for instance
. . . but they don't count; they're
in the fog all the time. Take the
Showalter-Trevor case, for example. He just looks at her and
sighs. Now you may call it madness, but . . . I think its something he ate!!

FIVE

SANDSPUR

ID BE OPENED

Poor ignition causes low
mileage. Have your ignition checked today at the

TRUNKS
CALLED FOR

CITY STORAGE
GARAGE

TheCityTransferCo.

PHONE 74

The Flora Studio
FOR

"Mother's Day"

C. L. PRUYN

May 8

The Winter Park Jeweler

Your Photograph Will Make
Her Happy

Olive Dickson spent E.ister i:
•*ke Wales with Virginia Shrig
^y. a former student at Rollins.

Igloo. The whole realization of
With the Fur-bearing Eskimos
The walrus or Arctic grouse are the thing swept over me. Eskimos
ly half as large as they are which are stark naked!! The creatures
another way of saying precisely we see in the New York Times
the same thing—and I don't mind poised on the edge of a glazier
telling you that I could let it go wearing odd furry things with dirat that. But during the past 40 ty dark faces portraying the stern30 years of my continual probing ness of the north are NOT ESKItween giant ice floes I have MOS AT ALL!
Then it was the blizzard . . .
known and suffered and well—
much as I dislike quoting anyone God how it snowed. "Not much
but myself—Gronogras, one of my good stuff of it for Narwhale
boys, summed the whole thing up Night," I said glibly, expressing
n a seal's eye when he grunted with a bitter twist of my mouth
ugh gub gubble oog" . . meaning what they said in so many words
just that. Of course I speak of (or something like that). Then it
was one frost bite after another or
the Arctic circle.
Even at childhood we are taught both.
Seals scudded across the ice,
that the Eskimo is fat, oily and
smells very badly which we believe across waddling Walrus, isolated
with the same stubbornness that Igloos. Havoc . . . Turmoil . . .
the people of old firmly believed Snow. More snow. Less snow.
that the Earth was round and spun j More or less ice. Seals, endless
in silly circles. Along with exud- ^lines of them, sometimes as many
ing divers unpleasant greasy odors as three or four, sometimes as few
comes the crass belief that Eski- as five or six. Then, before you
mas rarely, if ever, put on clean could so much as say "Jack Robinclothes. In short, we practically son" (there were many brave atgo as far as to come out and com- tempts) one shot rang out simulta.
pare them with our own civilized neously . . . . (this is called the
people. If the truth were known hanging climax or Our Trip to
the Eskimo is as clean as a whis- Grant's Tomb method for ending
tle (and if you have any particular a story which might easily have
whistle in mind you might as well failed—which it does with little or
no effort).
go straight out and blow it).
I wrote a poem about gangsters
Once every five years, which is
8:00 P.M. our time, they celebrate the, other night which I have been
what is commonly known as Nar- trying to squeeze in somehow:
whale Night—few of us are able to
the stork squawked and he was
grasp the fact that in a mere ten
born
or twelve hours their day changes
he squawked and now he's gone.
to night (If you are not one of
This in no way sums up anythe few you may skip this p a r t ) . thing whatsoever.
I was in an Igloo at the time.
C. T. COONEY, JR., 1933.
Igloo comes from the Medieval Es-

Tea Given For Senior
Women On April 26
Theta Kappa Nus
Hold House Dance
First among the annuaf events
scheduled for Seniors is the alumThursday, April 13 nae senior tea given by the Misses
Thursday night, April 13, the
members of Theta Kappa Nu entertained with an informal house
dance. This dance was given in
honor of the visiting baseball team
from Louisiana Polytechnique Institute. Six of the players were
members of the fraternity.
Chaperones for the occasion
were: Mrs. R. J. Sprague and
Mrs. J. E. Bartlett.
Other guests included:
Jean
Jackson, Ariel Camp, Helen Jackson, Eileen Christensen, Victoria
Bedford, Leah Jean Bartlett, Lulu
Cashwell, Dot Shepherd, Edith
A-n, Mary Adair Edwards, Eugene Marie Mathison, Thelma Van
Buskirk, Mona Graessle, Jean Fontaine, Cornie Barrows, Rojene Corey, Kay Putman, Jean Parker, and
Ernie Hill.

For Your Flowers
see

LUCY LITTLE
FLORIST

Special Prices to Students
Phone 7695

Expert Watch Repairing ot
Swiss and American Watches
Crystals Fitted
Eye Glasses Repaired

Grover Morgan
242 E. PARK AVE.

Elizabeth Arden and
Belcano
Beauty Preparations

The Winter Park
Pharmacy
OUR PRICE IS RIGHT
Call and See

Six Point Service
Station
On way to Orlando

BEAUTY SECTION
Let us give you a shampoo and
wave. We use quick and effective dryers.

Mariam's Beauty
Shop

Eda's Beauty Shop

You'll enjoy life more if you
look your best.
346 E. Park Ave.
Phone 113

The Harper Method
SHOP
Scientfic Care of Hair
Waving, Facials, Manicuring
2!6 E. Park Ave.

Phone 311-R

Advertise in the Sandspur
For Results

We offer complete service
for your car. United Motors Service.

Permanent
$5 and $7
Shampoo, Finger Wave,
Haircut, Manicure, Arch.
Each
50c
220 S. Main, Orlando Phone 3479

We've Moved
Three Doors

ALL WORK
GUARANTEED

New

FOSTER R. FANNING
Plumbing, Heating and Gas Appliances
Our Prices
Are Right

Andre's Beauty Salon

Delco Batteries
Texaco Gas and Oils
Generator and Starter
Repairs

South Into

21 fi S. Orange Ave.

T H E BOOKERY

Clara and Louise (Suild Wednesday,
April 26, at their home on 419 Interlachen. This tea is for all Senior women and will be held from
four to six o'clock. Assisting the
hostesses will be Miss Isabelle
Greene, chairman of the alumni social committee.
n Wednesday evening t h e
Alumni Smoker honoring all Senior men will be held, the place to
be announced later. The committee for this event includes W. M.
Davis, Jr., Clayton Fralick, and J.
Harold Hill.

ARE YOU
WASTING GAS?

Advertise in the Sandspur

See the new line of
Birthstone Rings
at

More Excerpts from the
Travels of Carroll Cooney

122-124 Welbourne Av

Quarters
ALL YOU DO
IS PICK UP THE
PHONE
AND ASK FOR 401 :

Quick
Service
By Phone

The COLONIAL

THE

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

DIAMOND TEAM DIVIDES GAMES WITH LOUSIANIA TECH
Swimmers To
TROUNCED 18 TO 1 IN Varsity
Meet Florida Mermen
OPENER BUT COME On Virginia Course
BACK IN FINAL 7-5
Complete reversal in form shown by Tar baseballers
after absorbing terrific beating as Stoddard
gets brilliant help
Winter Park, Florida — Louisiana Tech's hard hitting club
had an easy time defeating Rollins 17 to 1 here in the first of
two-game series last Thursday.
The visitors knocked Morris from
the box in the opening frame after
garnering seven runs on six hits
mixed with ragged fielding.

the home attack with two safeties
each.
Rollins
-006 010 lOx—7
La. Tech
000 000 311—5
Batteries: Stoddard and Rogers;
Davis and Causey.

Homer Proudhomme, brother to
the Baltimore hurler, was never
pressed, fanning eleven Tars and
holding them down to seven hits.
After the first inning batting 'orgy,
the Bulldogs added to the tally
in every inning until the sixth,
leading the home team 15 to 1 at
the end of the fifth.
The Tars fielded miserably and
kept Cooney, the relief twirler,
constantly in trouble, with eight
miscues. Hinton with three single:
and Proldhomme with two triple:
led the attack for the winners.
La". Tech
714 210 020—17
Rollins
010 000 0 0 0 Batteries: Proudhomme and C:
sey; Morris, Cooney and Roger

WOMENS

Second Game
Behind the effective box work of
Al Stoddard, the Rollins team evened up the series with the Louisiana
Tech nine from Ruston by taking
the last game 7 to 5. The Tars
played heads-up ball and gave
Stoddard brilliant support both at
the bat and in the field.
Stoddard started auspiciously by
fanning the first three batters that
faced him, and shut out the visitors until the seventh, allowing
only one safe bingle in the first
six frames. The heavy hitting
Bulldogs got to work in the seventh, however, and smashed out
four safe drives that tallied three
runs. They threatened agair
the eighth when they scored
other marker, and again in the last
stanza, they succeeded in getting
the tying run on the bases, but
Stoddard was equal to the situation and, supported by some sharp
fielding, kept the game well
hand.
The Tars went to work to salt
away the old ball game in the
third, when they began to solve
the fast-breaking curves of Davis.
Tourtellotte singled over short and
Doyle beat out a scratch hit to
the infield. Chakales fanned, but
Rogers was safe on a scratch hit,
and the bags were loaded. Bralove's grass-cutter trickled through
the legs of Riser, Louisiana's second base guardian, and Tourtellotte
and Doyle scampered across with
the first pair of runs. Morris was
safe on a boot by Keene at short,
Rogers coming in and Bralove pulling up at third. Dunlop ti:ipled to
right center tallying Bralove and
Morris.

NEWS OF
SPORTS
19th Hole Gossip . . .
Last Friday afternoon the six
Rollins' golfers played against
each other for places on the team
as well as to gain additional experience in match play. Jane LeRoy and Jinney Jones were the
first to tee off and the latter eked
out a verdict of 2 up on the ninth
green. Priscilla Hakes and Mary
Lib Jones played consistent golf
for the round with Mary Lib having a slight edge and winning 2
up.
The last twosome, Emily
Burks and Anna Jeanne Pendexter, was won by Penny 3 and 2.
This play was a preliminary for
the qualifying rounds of the college championship. Those qualifying will play 18 holes this week on
the condition that they notify Mr.
Yates before playing. These scores
will determine the pairing off in
the championship play next week.
All matches and qualifying rounds
will be played at Aloma Country
Club. The winner of the championship will be presented with a
cup.
Sidelines . . .
The spring tennis tournament is
now under way although unfavorable weather during the past week
has seriously hampered playing
conditions. However, the athletic
department wishes to announce the
following selection for class teams:
Freshman:
"Bill Murphy
Jane Thayer
Lucy Greene
Sophomore:
*Mary Trowbridge
Molly Vincent
Kay Putnam

*Janet Seasongood
Pete Wood
Virginia Howell
Senior:
•Holly Lynip
Hat f i l l e r
Alice Butler
(•Captains)
Ready! ..
There is a Consolation Volleyball tournament under way. The
first games were played Monday
afternoon when the Kappas played the Non-Sorority Team No. 1
and the Thetas battled the Chi
Rollins added one for good measOmegas. Each team will have a
ure in the fifth on Bralove's walk
chance for the championship reand Morris' hit, and another in the
gardless of whether they win or
seventh when Rogers and Bralove
lose their first game, inasmuch as
walked, Morris singled, and Rogers
each team goes into either the
scored on Dunlop's infield out.
chamiponship or consolation brackStoddard eased up in the seventh et; the winner in each bracket
and Louisiana Tech took advantage plays in the final game for the
by scoring three runs. Causey sin- championship.
Two games are
gled and Eedens walked. Keene scheduled for each day. The othfiled out to Tourtellotte, but Proud- er pairings are: Gamma Phis vs.
homme doubled scoring Causey. Phi Mus and Non-Sorority Team
Eedens was caught at home on theNo. 2 vs. Pi Phis. This tournathrow in. Reinhart walked and Da- ment will be followed by the class
vis singled scoring Proudhomme. tournament. From the class teams
Moffett singled bringing in Rein- will be chosen the Odd-Even playhart.
ers who will meet in the final
The visitors added another in the games of the season.
eighth when Causey walked, took
Here and There . . .
second on a passed ball, and scored
The W. A. A. had a social week
on a hit by Eedens. The ninth was
when
they
gave a picnic out at the
almost disastrous for the home
club when the Bulldogs threatened Family Tree last Thursday night
to turn the tables. Davis started and then followed that up with a
the threat by getting a single, and girl-break dance at the gym SatMoffett got a life when he was hit urday night. By the way, it was
by the pitcher. Pinch hitter Hin- amusing to see some of the girls
ton dropped a Texas Leaguer over giving the boys a dose of their own
short which scored Davis but Mof- medicine and looking right through
fett messed up the chances for the them while waiting to cut in . . .
visitors when he was caught be- if you know what I mean." And
tween bases. Brewer's grounder were some of the Lotharios surforced Hinton for the second out. prised when they were gently but
Causey walked, putting the tying firmly informed that "no date—
dance" wasn't an idle threat.
run on the bags, but Eedens filed
With a W. A. A. meeting ahead this
to short for the third out.
week and some more banquets and
The hitting honors were a stand- picnics in the near future it looks
off, each club garnering nine. Ro- as though we're going to have to
gers, Tourtellotte, and Morris led keep in training.

COMING SOON

Rollins College varsity swimmers will face the University of
Florida mermen in a duel meet on
the Lake Virginia course at Rollins Thursday afternoon, April
20, it is announced. The meet is
scheduled to start at 3:30.
Coach Fleetwood Peeples ha.s
been diligently at work for several
months in developing a varsity
squad capable of giving collegiate
opponents some worthwhile competition and is confident that the
Tars are now ready to take on all
comers.
Rollins will take to the water
with Edward M. Baldwin, Jr., and
Eugene D. Coleman in the 50-yard
dash; Richard S. Shattuck and
either Charles S. Goeiler or Robert Fuchs in the 100-yard back
stroke; John D. Moore and Coleman in the 100-yard free style,
Donald C. Fisher and either Richard C. Shannon or Stuart C. Eaton
in the 100-yard breast stroke;
Baldwin and George W. Edwards
in the 220-yard free style; Shattuck and Edwards in the 220-yard
free style; Stattuck and John T.
P. Cudmore, in the 440-yard free
style; Baldwin, Moore, Coleman,
and William L. Davies in the re
lay; Socrates Chakales and Linton
Malone in diving. Reserves injde William H. Worthen and Rofct Enck.

P E T E DESJARDINS
International Amateur Diving
Champion
n the Sandspur
Results

Gi/e^jmo^
99
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7^.acco<
Well... here it is... already
whittled FOR you. Granger
Rough Cut is tobacco whittled right . . . that's one
reason why it bums so stow
and cool.

W

HEN we started to make Granger
Rough Cut we knew that fine tobacco burnt hot because it burnt so fast. It
kept your pipe hot. You could hardly
hold your pipe in your hand, it got so
hot at times.
Then we remembered that some folks
back yonder used to "whittle" their tobacco. So we made GRANGER just like
"whittle" tobacco — "Rough Cut." It
smokes cooler and lasts a lot longer. And
also, you'll find it never gums the pipe.
So far, so good. Now we wanted to sell
this tobacco for 10c. Good tobacco—right
process—cut right. It was a question of
how to do it for the price.
So we put GRANGER in a sensible soft
foil pouch instead of an expensive package,
knowing that a man can't smoke a package.
We gave smokers this good GRANGER
tobacco in a common-sense pouch for 10c.
GRANGER has not been on sale very
long, but it has grown to be a popular
smoke. And there is this much about it
—we have yet to know of a man who
started to smoke it, who didn't keep on.
Folks seem to like it.

d^Ja^e^
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\KAS Lead In Intramural Diamondball

DRUMMOND TRIUMPHS
OVER TOURTELLOTTE
TO WIN GOLF TROPHY

Continuing their march toward
ihe Intra-mural chamiponship of
the school, with a persistency
which threatens to become a habit, the Kappa Alpha fraternity has Dark horse entrant beats Kuhns in thrilling 27-Ao/e
stepped into the lead once again
match but loses intramural tourney championship
as it annexed the first three games
to Drummond in final day's play
of intra-mural diamond ball last
week. .-V fast and scrappy team
Playing his usual steady, hard- the pin, while Tourtellotte failed
mi the offensive, the K. A. team
represents a stalwart defensive in driving game, laying his tee shots to make the most of his opportun.
straight down the fairway, and ities, especially around the greens.
the field.
dropping his irons around the pin Shaky work with niblick and putThe K. A.s opened the diamond
ter lost Tourtellotte many of the
1 ill season two weeks ago when with disconcerting accuracy, Burholes he should have halved; the
they outhit the big blue team from leigh Drummond, Kappa Alpha
Delta Rho Gamma star just seemed
the X Club and took an easy vic- niblick ace, took a clean victory
unable to keep up the burning pace
tory by an 18-10 score. Dave from Ralph Tourtellotte, Delta
he had set throughout the match
Schrage and Bob Enck were both Rho Gamma star, at the Aloma
and turned in a poor 98 as against
hit a t will, and the fielding was Country Club yesterday afternoon,
Drummond's 82.
•somewhat ragged, but the superior [Jive up and six to go, to win the
individual
intra
mural
golfing
Drummond had little or no troustick work on the Kappa Alpha
ble to reach the final round of the
quad won the day. The second championship of the college.
Drummond, handling his clubs tournament, except, perhaps, in his
ime of the afternoon was rained
with easy assurance, got away to match against Don Becker, which
ut
he' finally won on the eighteenth
The second game of the season, an early start by taking the first
green. It was Tourtellotte who
between the X Club and the Theta four holes from Tourtellotte, who
provided the biggest upset of the
Kappa Nu fraternity, was a fast
tourney
by fighting his way from
ind furious mix-up. Both teams val's lead, as time and again Drumthe first round in which he was
played heads-up ball for seven in- mond laid his short irons dead on
not even expected to qualify, up to
nings and it was not until the final
the very finals by an unexpected
inning that the Blue Team was able ing players for the Kappa Alpha
display of skill and fortune which
to eke out a slim 9-6 victory. Paul ten are Bob Stufflebeam, who
suddenly placed the wiry Delta Rho
Worley, pitching for the Theta plays a brilliant defensive game at
Gamma star in the sporting limeNus. looked good on the mound, second base, and David Washburn,
light. His brilliant match with
as did Linton Malone in short former varsity pitcher, who is a
Ben Kuhns, Rollnis Hall ace and
field. Bill Miller was outstanding deadly fielder in the short field.
former varsity man, was probably
star at shortstop for the X- Club.
Interest in these diamond ball
high spot of the tournament
The second game of the after- games is increasing daily, with two
noon was a walk-away, as the K. fast and exciting games played evA.s overwhelmed the mixed squad ery Tuesday and Thursday afterfrom Rollins Hall, 19-5. Outstand- noon.

